For Russia, as well as to the rest of the world, the approaching presidential election of March 4, 2012, is raising concerns as to how it will affect Russian democracy and the stability of Europe --- Russia *vis-à-vis* the West. Just this past November, Russian Chief of Staff General Nikolai Makarov and President Dmitry Medvedev, threatened to have Russian missiles deployed against the proposed U.S. missile shield in Europe.

The increasing wave of protests in Russia over the parliamentary elections held in December 2011 is very disturbing not only as it concerns foreign affairs but also especially when we learn more about intrinsic Russian politics, the various political factions, and the causes fueling the unrest. Moreover, both US Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton, and a leading GOP presidential candidate, Mitt Romney, have expressed dissatisfaction with the present Russian regime, and more specifically with Vladimir Putin.

Protesters are accusing the Medvedev-Putin \[[Figure 1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}\] administration of electoral fraud, and protest rallies are now calling for fresh parliamentary elections. According to the BBC, "The parliamentary elections on 4 December were criticized by observers from the Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE), who asserted there had been 'severe problems with the counting process.' They said the poll was slanted in favor of Mr. Putin\'s party, United Russia, and that there had been irregularities including the stuffing of ballot boxes."\[[@ref1]\]
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Another report claimed, "Putin\'s United Russia party lost 25% of its seats in the election, but hung onto a majority in parliament through what independent observers said was widespread fraud. United Russia, seen as representing a corrupt bureaucracy, has become known as the party of 'crooks and thieves,' a phrase coined by Alexei Navalny, a corruption-fighting lawyer and popular blogger and leader of the demonstrations."\[[@ref9]\]

Eighty-year-old Mikhail Gorbachev \[[Figure 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}\], who presided over the collapse of the USSR on December 25, 1991, 20 years ago, has asked Putin to step down and follow his own example toward openness and real democracy.
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Former World Chess champion and Russian activist, Garry Kasparov \[[Figure 3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}\], has joined the protesters in support of the pro-democracy movement. He calls for more use of the Internet for the dissemination of information and coordination of the protest movement. He has already criticized the Medvedev-Putin regime for human right violations and the systematic trampling of civil liberties in Russia.
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But who are the Russian presidential candidates, what parties do they represent, and how much support do they command in the polls conducted in mid-December 2011?

Vladimir Putin of the United Russia Party (successor organization to Boris Yeltsin\'s democrats established in the late 1990s to counterbalance the communists from taking over after Yeltsin stepped down) is an almost complete shoo-in as the next president. Dmitry Medvedev, the current Russian President, is an Independent but supports Putin\'s United Russia Party. Putin, presently Russian Prime Minister, has agreed to run again for president in an unprecedented third term in the upcoming March 2012 elections. Current polling data suggest that the United Russia Party and Putin would garner 42% of the vote.Genandy Zyuganov (pictured on right in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) is the leader of the Communist Party of the Russian Federation that seeks to bring back the old days of communist repression, totalitarianism, even Stalinism to Russia. Current polling data give the Communist Party second place with 11% of the vote.Vladimir Zhirinovsky (pictured on left in [Figure 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) of the Liberal Democratic Party (LDP; allegedly formed as a sham party by the Soviet Communist Party and the KGB in 1991 as the USSR was disintegrating) is the third leading candidate. Despite its deliberately misleading name, the LDP is a nationalistic, chauvinistic Russian party with large doses of collectivism, statism, authoritarianism, and fascism in its incendiary and bombastic political philosophy. Yet, the LDP commands 9% of the electorate.Sergei Mironov is the presidential candidate of the A Just Russia (a pro-democracy) Party. He is the Chairman of the Federation Council, the upper house of the Russian parliament (2001-2011). In the 2004 elections, he admitted, "We all want Vladimir Putin to be the next president," and received less than 1% of the vote. Moreover, he has socialistic tendencies, having made calls repeatedly for more government intervention in the economy, but as "leader of the liberal opposition," he is polling 5% of voter support.Grigory Yavlinsky, leader of the Yabloko Party, polls 1% of the vote, preaching an anti-corruption reform message. (Representation in the Duma requires at least 5% of the popular vote.)Much hope is pinned on the influence of Mikhail Prokhorov \[[Figure 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}\], the visible candidate of the Independent Party. He is a Russian self-made billionaire, but he barely commands 1% of the vote, despite the recent coverage of his candidacy by the international press. Prokhorov is ranked by *Forbes* as Russia\'s third richest man with a fortune worth around \$18 billion. A 46-year-old successful Russian entrepreneur, despite his charisma, is resented by ordinary Russians because of his wealth, and thus he may not be able to garner enough support for the necessary grassroots movement needed to make an impact in Russian politics. Similar to Mironov, he has also said in the past that Vladimir Putin is the only man who can run Russia\'s inefficient state machinery.
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More recently, though, Prokhorov has stated that Putin must change and move Russia to democracy quickly to avoid the bloody path of revolution. An article went on to say, "Prokhorov made clear he considers revolution equally unacceptable for a country with grim memories of a century of hardship, war and upheaval starting with Vladimir Lenin\'s 1917 Bolshevik Revolution, instead calling for 'very fast evolution.'"\[[@ref5]\] Despite the hostility and protests against Prime Minister Putin, it is still unclear how much support Mikhail Prokhorov and other pro-democracy candidates will be able to generate.

It appears that Russia\'s tiny democratic opposition (i.e., the parties of Mironov, Yavlinsky, and Prokhorov) barely presents a challenge not only to Putin, but also to the menacingly massive, authoritarian flank (i.e., the parties of Zyuganov and Zhirinovsky). The freedom opposition does not seem to stand a chance in the contest. And the Communist Party leader, Genandy Zyuganov, who commands the strongest "threat" to Putin, has even joined the administration in disparaging the protests and supporting the Kremlin. The closeness of the political philosophies of the authoritarian parties of Zyuganov and Zhirinovsky, in short, reveal the intrinsic kinship of collectivism and totalitarianism.\[[@ref4]\]

To me, as a scholar of history, the autocratic legacy of Joseph Stalin still lurks in the shadows of the Russian nation. And communism, for all its latter-day Marxist apologists, cannot be reformed.\[[@ref11]\] The grim Russian authoritarian past does not seem to allow poor Russia to move irresolutely toward a future of freedom, even in her post-communist period.

The geopolitics and foreign policy of Vladimir Putin in the Caspian Sea region and the Caucasus --- from the bloody suppression of the separatist Chechnya insurrections in the 1990s to the invasion of Georgia in the South Ossetia War of 2008, the overt bullying of the Ukraine, and the subtle intimidation of Azerbaijan in the past decade --- all ominously remind us of the old imperialism of the Russian Czars, if not the more recent and brutal force and militarism of the Soviet Union.\[[@ref2][@ref6][@ref10]\] Under the watch of Vladimir Putin, the dark side of political repression and loss of civil liberties, the unexplained murder of dissidents and independent journalists at home and abroad, the resurgence of the espionage wars, frankly, also leave much to be desired.\[[@ref2][@ref6]--[@ref10]\]

It is a frightening prospect that in 2008, a widely conducted poll in Russia found that the number one spot for "the Greatest Russian" went to Joseph Stalin, distant second and third place went to the legendary Aleksandr Nevsky, and surprisingly, the assassinated Prime Minister Pyotr Stolypin (1911), who served under Nicholas II, the last Czar of Russia!

The Russian people must break away from the spell and divest themselves of the mistaken notion of the "good old days" of communism and nostalgia for "Stalin\'s greatness."\[[@ref3]\] Likewise, their elected leaders must rid themselves of their imperial ruling and authoritarian legacy. They must learn to follow the rule of law, serve well the people they represent, and respect civil liberties, while promoting economic liberty and the free market. The elections of March 4, 2012, could be a new beginning, even if Vladimir Putin is re-elected. There is still time for him to listen to the voice of reason and the dictates of freedom. Let us hope so! Hope should spring eternal because miracles can still happen, even in Russia. Whoever expected the collapse of the evil empire and the fall of soviet communism in 1991?

In the meantime, I propose that Americans adopt a "wait and see" attitude, while we give moral support to those Russians who genuinely seek freedom and a brighter future for their country. The US would be wise to give moral support to the democratization process in Russia, while at the same time do all we can to remind and inform the world of the perversities of collectivism and authoritarianism in any of their past incarnations, whether fascism, socialism, or communism!
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Miguel Faria was the Editor of *The Medical Sentinel*, a publication of the Association of American Physicians and Surgeons, which supports fundamental liberty for all people and governmental non-intervention in the Practice of Medicine. Miguel was a refugee from Cuba during the 60s when that country was taken over by a communist revolution. He escaped with his family to the USA and went on to become a US citizen, a neurosurgeon, and a noted author of several books on history, liberty, and authoritarian governments. He has experienced communism first hand, as have many of our readers from liberated countries. He is our World Affairs Editor.

Why is *Surgical Neurology International (SNI)* discussing these political topics and not reporting on some new procedure in neurosurgery? The reason is simple: *SNI* stands for the patient, as should every doctor. *SNI* believes that you are a good citizen and family person, first; a physician, second; and a neurosurgeon, third. Too many neurosurgeons all over the world have gone to the operating room and left the administration of medicine to others. They left the politics to others. The result is that control of medicine was handed to people who have no understanding of the principle that the "Patient comes First" and have taken control of medicine for their own self-centered interests. *SNI* wants to keep all neurosurgeons informed of what is happening in their role as citizens, so that they can act to protect the Practice of Medicine for their patients. It is very difficult to regain power once you have lost it. Physicians have lost their power over the Practice of Medicine. It will take planning and time to get it back. Remember, you will not be able to do that new procedure or even report about it if you ignore your responsibility as a citizen to protect your liberty and that of others.

What Miguel is writing about below is how a country that has been dominated by authoritarian leadership for centuries and had a brief taste of freedom in the 1990s was converted back to a controlling government. It is about to continue that role today in its coming elections, which have been alleged to be corrupt to ensure that those in power remain in control, because the people have lost their individual liberty to control by their government. But a rebellion is stirring in Russia as it has across the globe in these historic times, involving 4 of the 7 billion people in the world. Some revolutions today are being taken over by others who want power over the people with centralized control and suppression of liberty. Others are becoming more free.

Our colleagues in Russia publish their journal on SNI quarterly and continue to produce good work. Read the English abstracts. Russia is a country whose creative people have given the world great works in music, literature, the arts, and innovative ideas in medicine in spite of its restrictive culture. Creativity is hard to suppress because it is individualistic. Yet, the birth rate in Russia is declining below the death rate, so the population is shrinking, and the life expectancy for men is 10 years lower than in other European countries. These alarming statistics are the results of governmental control of the lives of the people and medicine. The experiment in central control of the lives of others has been done, and it is a failure. Now the government is paying any family \$9000 to have a second child and each additional child to raise the birthrate. Others over the world want to try the central government control experiment again and again. It will always fail. In the end, the patient suffers as the statistics above show. It always becomes a struggle for power over the people. The people want freedom for their own lives. "Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Happiness," says the USA Declaration of Independence.

We support our colleagues in Russia, who could never write what Miguel has written. You should be aware of those who would promise you everything and steal your freedom in the process. In the end, you and your patients will suffer.

Do not take liberty for granted - as many have in the USA - or someone else will take it from you, as we are experiencing today in the USA.
